
Fusch - Salzburger Land - Grossglockner



Römerhof - Feels like Home!
In the middle of Hohe Tauern National Park, 4-star hotel Römerhof provides a holiday home for you 

and your whole family. 



Culinary Delights
Spoil yourself with culinary delights from a rich continental breakfast buffet to a 4 course menu and themed buffets 

or choose from a mouth watering variety of dishes from our a la carte menu. 



Eat Good, Feel Good!
Local produce, farmed venison and many more gastronomic 

highlights await you at Hotel Römerhof. 



Have a Seat!
Find your favourite spot in our conservatory restaurant, perch at the bar, in our traditional hunter‘s palour, 

the cozy lobby with fireplace or enjoy our terrace during the summer. 



Your Spring of Relaxation!
Revitalize yourself in our Kneipp facility and bathing pond during summer or limber up in our spa area 

with sauna, caldarium, steam bath and infrared sauna.





Active Relaxation
Get active in our on-site fitness studio surrounded by the mountainous ski and 

hiking region of Hohe Tauren and reward yourself with a time-out in our pool or 
garden area afterwards.



Römer Spa
Leave your stress and everyday life behind and dive into relaxation. Explore our 
spa area and enjoy our indoor pool with waterfall and counter flow as well as our 

outdoor pool and jacuzzi cots.  



Restful Nights

From fully equipped hotel rooms to 
spacious apartments - you‘ll find 

everything you need for relaxing days 
and restful nights. 





Hohe Tauern National Park
Enjoy the breathtaking nature of the Hohe Tauern National Park and get active with fly-fishing, cycling or 

hiking - our holiday region offers you countless adventures all year round.



A Taste of Winter
Ski Alpin Card - ski pass compound Skicircus Saalbach-Hinterlemm | Leogang | Fieberbrunn | 

Schmittenhöhe in Zell am See | Kitzsteinhorn Kaprun. Unlimited ski fun on more than 400 kilometres of 
piste and 121 ski lifts. As well as cross-country skiing, sledging, ice skating, horse-drawn sleighs, snowsho-

eing, ski tours and guided winter hikes are on the agenda. 



No matter what age - our hotel and the surrounding area offer myriads of activities for the whole family. 
Benefit from the in-house Intersport Rent, romp around in the children‘s play area, the playground or 

enjoy the gaming room with billiards, table tennis and more.

Big Adventures
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